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NEWScania CP31 Pump Ladder -
Humberside Fire and Rescue
                                       SCALE      PRICE
76SFE011           1:76  £23.95

Scania CP31 Pump Ladder - 
Humberside Fire and Rescue
The story behind the evocative decoration on this

modern fire appliance is amazing and deserves to be told.

Humberside Fire and Rescue’s latest fire engine design

includes an image of a fishing trawler and pays tribute to

the support given by 880 vessels and 900 men from the

Humber fishing fraternity who, during World War One,

were deployed as minesweepers and to search for enemy

submarines.  Additional graphics also depict images

recognising the part the Armed Forces play and have

played to keep our country safe in times of conflict on

land, sea and in the air.  It is especially poignant in the

lead-up to the National Day of Remembrance that the

fire engine is also showered with images of red Flanders

poppies which rain over the CP31 cab and flutter down

the sides of the rear body.  The iconic Remembrance 

Day phrase ‘Lest We Forget’ is printed on each side of 

the vehicle.

This brilliant idea came from a member of the

Humberside Fire and Rescue Service staff, Firefighter

Linden Young, and highlights the support of the HFRS for

those who have been affected by conflict and those who

have and are still bravely serving in the Armed Forces.

Our Oxford model is in 1:76 scale registered YN68 YHG.

The red right hand drive Scania CP31 cab represents the

largest in the Scania crew cab range and comprises an 

all-steel safety body which readily accommodates a six

person crew plus generous storage for breathing

apparatus and other safety equipment, all housed in a

comfortable space.  As well as the powerful graphics, 

the pump ladder fire appliance is completely ready for the

day job with roof ladders, a blue light bar fixed to the

roof along with a night owl mast lamp.  The usual hi-vis

chevrons decorate the rear behind the equipment while 

a bright yellow paint finish is applied to the front grille.

The special treatment goes on - the model is presented

in a themed sleeve carrying the story surrounding its

production and promotion.  Finally, a donation of £1 

from the sale of every model will be made to the Fire

Fighters Charity.  
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1:76 SCALE
Audi Quattro - Alpine White 
Only the second release of Oxford’s 1:76 scale Audi is

this pristine white liveried model which comes with

contrasting and highly detailed black and silver

trim.  The rear spoiler is finished in white. 

Our model is registered F941 EWD 

from 1988/89.  The interior is black.  

The distinctive radiator grille is also black

while the Audi logo, comprising four rings, 

is reproduced in silver on the radiator and in 

graduated black to silver on the sides. 

Arguably ahead of its time, the Quattro was conceived

and designed by the visionary Audi engineer Jörg

Bensinger and his team.  A new concept in its day, the

Quattro linked the features of four-wheel drive (hence

the name Quattro), front engine layout with a turbo

charged engine and 5 speed manual gearbox.  The car was

launched at the March 1980 Geneva Motor Show, selling

at £14,500.  Its style remained almost the same, highly

distinctive with its sloping back and customary spoiler,

until it ceased production in 1991.  During that time

almost 11,500 were manufactured.  The flat fronted

radiator grille housed four separate headlamp lenses.  

A sports version was introduced in 1984 which proved

highly successful as a rally car. 

Audi S3 Cabriolet - Mythos Black
We think you’ll agree, the new Audi S3 Cabriolet

looks very smart in its second colour scheme -

jet black.  Our newly tooled 1:76 scale model

comprises the 2-door, four seater, registered

LF16 HHW.  It features a completely black

interior and black exterior trim apart from

the highly detailed silver wheels and silver

grille.  A small detail to note is the red and silver S3 logo

on the corner of the boot.  The roof is down, emphasising

the streamlined appearance of this most attractive car.  

The Audi S3 Cabriolet was unveiled at the Geneva Motor

Show in March 2014.  Sporting a 2.0 L petrol turbo

engine, four wheel drive and 6-speed transmission, it also

boasted an acceleration ratio of 0.62 mph in 5.4 seconds

and it was capable of 38.8 mpg.  It went on sale in the 

UK in September 2014, costing its enthusiastic purchasers

just under £39,000.  Heated front seats were included.  

Nice touch!

VW T1 Samba Bus - Mouse Grey/Pearl White
The versatile VW T1 van makes its latest appearance as

the Samba Bus which in its heyday comprised the top of

the range in style and luxury, boasting innovative

features such as the two pivot doors at the side and

a fabric sunroof.  The front windscreen was split but

there were a mass of side and roof windows for its

occupants to enjoy the view.  The Samba’s two tone

colour scheme was standard, highlighted by a

decorative strip along the body, which here

separates the grey beige of the lower body from

the lighter pearl white upper body.  The roof is

finished in the same shade as the upper body with the

sunroof panel in matt oyster white.  Looking through the

windows, we see the seating and floor moulded in dark

grey beige and roof.  External trim is silver, wheels are

white as are the front and rear bumpers, which also echo
the fine silver and red bearing of the bodywork.  Our bus

is registered XKO 177A from 1963. 

NEWAudi Quattro - Alpine White
                                SCALE       PRICE
76AQ002       1:76   £6.75

NEWAudi S3 Cabriolet - Mythos Black
                                            SCALE       PRICE
76S3002               1:76   £6.75

NEWVW T1 Samba Bus -
Mouse Grey/Pearl White
                            SCALE       PRICE
76VWS009  1:76   £6.95
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1:76 SCALE
MGB GT - Mineral Blue
The fourth release on Oxford’s 1:76 scale replica of the

iconic MGB GT looks magnificent in a bright blue colour

scheme, representing the sports car that

superseded the MGA in 1962. Built by BMC,

which later became British Leyland, the

standard MGB was assembled at Abingdon

in Oxfordshire as a four-cylinder, soft top

roadster from 1962 to 1980.  Variants included

the MGB GT, the subject of our 1:76 scale

model, which was a three-door, 2 + 2 coupé with fixed

roof which came off the production line between 1965

and 1980.  Our model, registered JJF 807E, is from 1967.

Our detailed little sports car includes the distinctive MG

badge above the chrome radiator and the MGB GT logo

across the boot.  A wealth of exterior chrome extends to

the superb wire wheels, chrome bumpers, window

surrounds and a chrome strip running the length of the

both sides.  The interior is black. For the MG enthusiasts,

add this bright authentic blue model to your previous red,

white and dark grey MGB GT line-up.  

Austin Maxi - Pageant Blue
The British made Austin Maxi was manufactured by Austin

and then British Leyland between 1969 and 1981.  It was

described as a medium sized family car with a five door

hatchback configuration and was fitted with a

five-speed gearbox.  The Austin Maxi was the

last car designed by Sir Alec Issigonis and was

assembled at the Cowley Works, Oxford. 

It makes its latest Oxford debut in a delicate

pale blue, following on from the metallic mid

green, dark red and golden yellow colour schemes

already in the series.  It is registered BHD 670V from

1979/1980 and comes with a beige interior.  The Oxford

model is based on the Maxi 1750 and our model says as

much when you look at the radiator badge and the

Leyland MAXI 1750 marque on the boot.  Fine silver trim

rounds off a model which in real life performed well, with

a top speed of 97 mph.

Triumph TR6 - Black
For the fourth outing of the classic Triumph TR6 it comes

in black with red interior upholstery, a tan dashboard

and masses of gleaming chrome.  The TR6 badge

sits prominently in the middle of the slim

radiator grille while the offside rear edge of the

boot carries the Triumph Overdrive badge. 

Registered UKE 540H from 1969/70, our 1:76

scale open topped roadster represents the all-British

sportscar made by the Triumph Motor Company in

Coventry between 1968 and 1976.  It was hailed as the

most successful car they had ever produced in terms of

appearance, performance and technical capability; yet of

the 92,000 produced, just over 8000 were snapped up by

the home market.  Not surprisingly, many still exist today

given lots of TLC by their proud owners.  Its British

pedigree is emphasised by the addition of the Union Flag

behind the rear wheel arches with TR6 printed vertically

in the middle of the flag.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWTriumph TR6 - Black
                                SCALE       PRICE
76TR6004      1:76   £6.45

NEWAustin Maxi - Pageant Blue
                                SCALE       PRICE
76MX004      1:76   £6.25

NEWMGB GT - Mineral Blue
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76MGBGT004   1:76   £5.95
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Ford Escort Mk2 - Cambridgeshire Police (Panda)
The Panda car was a familiar sight through decades of

Police vehicles, decorated in its pale blue and white

colour scheme.  Here we see Oxford’s latest Ford

Escort Mk2 taking on the role as used by the

Cambridgeshire Police, registered CVE 843V

from 1979/80.  Our 2-door saloon comes with

the addition of a blue roof beacon and with

POLICE printed in blue across the bonnet and in

black across the white door panels.  The interior is also

black. It’s another great little model to add to your 1:76

scale Police timeline.

Austin J4 Van - Greater Manchester Police
The Morris Commercial J Van was a 10 cwt 

(half ton) forward control vehicle which Morris

Commercial launched in 1960.  Its versatile

style and capacity proved particularly popular

as a delivery van and also as a light

commercial fleet vehicle.  Here we see it

as used by the Greater Manchester Police,

registered GNC 264N from 1974, the last

year of manufacture.  Its glazed rear

doors must have proved very useful

either for loading up the local miscreants

or accommodating Police crews attending 

an incident. 

Decorated in an authoritative black scheme inside 

and out, the van sides have white POLICE lettering

alongside the colourful Greater Manchester Police crest.

The POLICE signage also appears under the front

windscreen in blue on a white ground.  Contrasting silver

wheels, hub caps and bumpers, window surrounds and

door handles round off the authentic feel. 

And it’s another gap filled in your Oxford Police fleet

across the decades!

1:76 SCALE

NEWFord Escort Mk2 -
Cambridgeshire Police (Panda)
                                        SCALE      PRICE
76ESC004           1:76  £6.45

NEWAustin J4 Van - Greater
Manchester Police
                            SCALE       PRICE
76J4005     1:76   £6.95

Rover SD1 3500 Vitesse -
Metropolitan Police
                               SCALE       PRICE
76SDV002     1:76   £6.25

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Ford Cortina MkIII - Police
                               SCALE      PRICE
76COR3004   1:76  £5.95

Ford Capri MkIII Merseyside Police
                                   SCALE      PRICE
76CAP007       1:76  £5.95
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Land Rover Defender 90 - Safari
The Land Rover Defender was first produced in 1983.

The British four-wheel drive off-road vehicle was

developed from the original Land Rover series which

dated right back to 1948.  The Land Rover 90 adopted

the Defender name in 1990 to distinguish it from the

new Land Rover Discovery which had just been

introduced. The vehicle gained a worldwide reputation

for its ruggedness and versatile capability, due to its

steel ladder chassis and an aluminium alloy body.  

As the engine capacity improved and evolved, the

Defender’s speed and performance even over

exceptionally difficult terrain also improved and it became

popular with both military and civilian end-users alike. 

Our model is registered S339 YOL from 1998/99 and is

decorated in an artistic and appealing black and white

zebra-like design.  The cab roof also features the black

stripes with the remaining roof left white.  Black exterior

trim is complemented by the silver wheels with black

centres and 

the interior is also black.

What an enormously fun

vehicle - being on safari in this Land Rover with its large

windows and sunroof would be quite an adventure. 

Ford Transit Mk5 SWB Low Roof - Frozen White
The inimitable white van!  Ford’s latest Mk5 Transit with

its streamlined sloping nose is a favourite with the

Emergency Services, motorway breakdown icons,

national utility companies and rail-related

organisations to name a few - all covered in

detail by Oxford releases to date.  Here our

1:76 scale Ford Transit Mk5, registered YT12

YFK, takes on a personality of its own in plain

white with black external trim, including the

radiator grille - note the embedded blue Ford

badge - and silver wheels.  The interior features grey

seating and trim with a black floor.  The dash board is also

dark grey with black centre section.  The Transit name is

printed in silver on the lower edge of the cab windows

and the blue Ford badge is seen again on the back door.

Land Rover Series I 80" Canvas back - RAF Tripoli
Desert Rescue Team
The RAF had a base in Tripoli from the 1940s right up

until the mid 1960s when Libya became a Republic.

Historically, the RAF has taken on a rescue role as part of

its operational activities and its Middle Eastern teams

were aptly referred to as the Desert Rescue.  

Our Desert Rescue model features the all-terrain Land

Rover Series I in an unusual black and white checked

livery and even the canvas back is cleverly printed black

and white to match.  The roof is white and below the split

windscreen, the Desert Rescue wording is printed in

black.  The Land Rover 80" body features an 88" grille and

has a spotlight fitted at the back of the nearside wing.  

Its RAF military registration number 40 AA 04 appears on

the offside front wing and again on the back and a final

detail sees the RAF

roundel on the

nearside front wing. 

1:76 SCALE

NEWFord Transit Mk5 SWB
Low Roof - Frozen White
                            SCALE       PRICE
76FT036      1:76   £6.45

NEWLand Rover SI 80" Canvas back - 
RAF Tripoli Desert Rescue Team
                                           SCALE      PRICE
76LAN180009       1:76  £5.95

NEWLand Rover Defender 90 -
Safari
                            SCALE       PRICE
76LRDF013  1:76   £5.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWFord Transit Dropside - White
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76TPU005        1:76  £13.95

Ford Transit Dropside - White
The very useful Ford Transit Dropside is a favourite with

builders, contractors, general small load operations and

the like.  For its latest Oxford Small Commercial release, 

it has been left completely plain in a white finish with 

black trim, registered DY64 AXJ.  Note the extended cab

area with its four doors, fronted by the familiar sloping

bonnet and wide windscreen.  The dropside back features

a black interior. 

With so many requests for plain white commercials,

this is just for you - to decorate and personalise or

not - it’s up to you. 

VW T5 California Camper -
Candy White
                               SCALE       PRICE
76T5C002     1:76   £6.45

Mini 1275GT - Glacier White
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76MINGT005  1:76  £5.75

VW T5 Van - White
                               SCALE      PRICE
76T5V002     1:76  £6.45

Scania Irizar PB - White
                             SCALE        PRICE
NIRZ005     1:148  £9.95
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1:76 SCALE

NEWScania 110 40 ft Box Trailer -
Wall’s Ice Cream
                                         SCALE       PRICE
76SC110004        1:76  £19.95Scania 110 40 ft Box Trailer - Wall’s Ice Cream

Evoking pure nostalgia, Oxford’s retro Scania 110 model

is based on the Swedish manufactured vehicle which 

first appeared in Britain in 1968 when it was unveiled 

at the East of England Showground in Peterborough.  

At the time it was hailed as state of the art in trucking!

The Scania featured a modified right hand drive for the

UK truck market and innovative for the time, it boasted

fully adjustable suspension type seats, a rev counter, 

high output heating system and a cigarette lighter!  

A two bunk sleeper facility was also an option.  It had a

simplified gear change over its predecessors and routine

maintenance could be carried out by lifting the two piece

hinged radiator grille rather than by tilting the cab.  

You’ve seen our Oxford Scania 110 with several different

types of trailer units previously and here it is pulling a

Wall’s Ice Cream trailer of the period, registered OFH

916L from 1972/73.  The tractor unit is painted in bright

yellow, while the colourful trailer is decorated in white

and yellow with a silver roof and black trim.  The sides

are printed with the signature blue Wall’s Ice Cream

lettering.  Those retro graphics certainly bring back

memories from the 1970s.

NEWScania Houghton Parkhouse
Livestock Transporter - Ian S Roger
                                                SCALE       PRICE
76SCA02LT               1:76  £27.95Scania Houghton Parkhouse Livestock Transporter -

Ian S Roger
The family-run firm of Ian S Roger Ltd is based in Keith,

Banffshire.  Ian Roger, with his wife Rachel and two sons

Graeme and Colin operate a large fleet of varied trucks

and trailers.  The company won the coveted Scottish

Haulage Company of the Year Award in 2015, sponsored

by Transport News. 

Ian‘s interest in livestock haulage was sparked when he

used to accompany his father John to the local marts but

his interest took on a new dimension on the day in 1960

when the family acquired a 3-ton Austin lorry.  Today, the

family company run a state of the art fleet, including the

four-deck Scania Houghton Parkhouse livestock vehicle

which is the subject of our 1:76 scale model.

The livestock transporter is decorated in the Ian S Roger

signature colour scheme of Rover Sand which dates back

to their  first ever vehicle. The golden body is mounted

on a red chassis and the lettering is also printed in red on

both the truck and the trailer. Their Scottish heritage is

celebrated with colourful unfurled national and

international flags, thistles, Scottish bonnets and lions, all

appearing on the front and sides of the truck, alongside

the company’s contact details.  The transporter is

registered R580 NOF and will undoubtedly appeal to our

Scottish collectors as well as those specialising in

agricultural vehicles generally.   
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1:43 SCALE
Land Rover Series II SWB Canvas Roof - RAF Police
You’ve recently been treated to this model in the same

livery in 1:76 scale, based on the original 1:43 scale

version, which in turn - by popular demand - now

makes a welcome return to the larger scale series,

pleasing both Oxford’s Military fraternity as well as

collectors of Land Rovers in general.  And it is 

exactly the same as before. 

Our RAF Police model

features the canvas back

which is modelled in grey

with a rear window, in

pleasing contrast to the 

RAF blue grey body colour.

In its Police role, a

separate red and white

RAF Police sign has been tooled

up to fit on the radiator grille as

well as two extra Police spotlights

placed on the front bumper.  The wheels echo the dark

blue body colour and the Land Rover has a military

number plate 76 AA 99 on the front and rear wings, along

with the RAFG lettering on alternate wings.  To finish off,

the interior including the seating is moulded in black.

Land Rover introduced their Series II vehicle in 1958

when it was available in a number of variations to cover

its rural and urban role.  It also came either as a two or

four door option, petrol or diesel, hard top or canvas

backed as well as long or short wheelbase. 

Land Rover Series 3 SWB Station Wagon - 
HM Coastguard
Oxford’s 1:43 scale Land Rover Series 3 model makes

a welcome return in a previous and highly

decorative H M Coastguard livery that has also

been seen recently as a 1:76 scale version.

Resplendent in the marine blue and

yellow colour scheme of HM

Coastguard, with a silver

waistline, our two door

short wheelbase station

wagon is registered KYU

893X from 1981/82.  

The HM Coastguard 

crest is printed on both

the doors and the red printing

on the sides indicates their

Marine Rescue role.  The vehicle

interior and wheel inserts also echo the main dark blue

body colour and note too, the beacon and spotlights

which have been added to the roof.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover S3 SWB Station
Wagon - HM Coastguard
                                       SCALE       PRICE
43LR3S007         1:43  £16.95

NEW

Land Rover Series II SWB 
Canvas Roof - RAF Police
                                       SCALE       PRICE
43LR2S007         1:43  £16.95

NEW
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

1936 Buick Special Convertible - Musketeer Blue
The fifth in Oxford’s 1:87 scale series of American

classic cars sees our Buick Special

Convertible registered in South

Dakota in 1936.  The stately open

topped two-door model is

decorated in a rich dark blue

with beige folded down hood

and a dark red interior with

brown dashboard.  Exterior

trim is finished in contrasting silver,

including bumpers, grille and door

handles.  The fashionable whitewall tyres surround

the body coloured wheels and silver hubcaps.  A spare

wheel is housed behind the offside front wing, contained

in a cover painted blue to match the body colour.

The real car, seating 4-5 people, was launched in 1936 and

sported a 3.8L engine and 3-speed manual gearbox.  An

interesting detail is the positioning of the number plate,

especially on the back, where it is housed on a protruding

bracket - quite vulnerable to damage one would surmise.

1958 Edsel Citation - Snow White/Turquoise
Yet another flamboyant colour scheme makes a

statement on the extravagantly

designed Edsel Citation, which for

this release is registered T780 in

Yukon in 1958.  The predominantly

white body is topped by a pale

blue roof with the same turquoise

colour extending across the back,

including the spare wheel casing. 

The elongated tail fins also feature a turquoise and silver

flash extending along their full length, in which the Edsel

badge is added in pale green.  Additional silver trim sees

the lozenge shaped radiator grille with the Edsel lettering

printed vertically down 

its centre.  Rounding off the model, the interior is

moulded in white with a black steering wheel. 

1957 Cadillac Eldorado Brougham -
Dakota Red
                                   SCALE       PRICE
87CE57002      1:87   £6.95

1961 Cadillac Sedan Deville -
Nautilus Blue
                                   SCALE       PRICE
87CSD61003   1:87   £6.95

1955 Buick Century -
Turquoise/Polo White
                                SCALE       PRICE
87BC55001   1:87   £6.95

1963 Chevrolet Corvair Coupé -
Satin Silver
                                SCALE       PRICE
87CH63001   1:87   £6.95

1936 Buick Special 
Convertible - Musketeer Blue NEW
                                         SCALE      PRICE
87BS36005         1:87  £6.95

1958 Edsel Citation - 
Snow White/Turquoise NEW
                               SCALE      PRICE
87ED58007   1:87  £6.95
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N SCALE
Ford Transit Mk 5 SWB Low Roof - National Grid
Our small commercial followers have seen this Ford

Transit Mk5 in 1:76 scale already and it now joins the 

N scale line-up in exactly the same colourful detail and

with the same short wheelbase, low roof configuration. 

Registered BN62 NFZ, the white bodied Mk 5 is

decorated in the bright abstract acid green, blue and

red colour scheme of the National Grid with black

exterior trim and silver wheels.  The interior is also

moulded in black.  The National Grid contact details 

fill the non-opening double rear doors above the high

visibility red and yellow safety chevrons alerting 

advancing vehicles to its presence.

Green Goddess - Glamorgan Fire Service
This release of the legendary ‘Green Goddess’

Fire Appliance in 1:148 scale is only the second

one in the new  series and has already

appeared in the Glamorgan Fire Service

livery in Oxford’s larger 1:76 scale 

Registered PGW 608, it represents the

vehicle manufactured by Bedford under

its full name - the RLHZ Self Propelled

Pump, the Green Goddess, classed as 

a commercial emergency services and

military vehicle. In real life it was only

produced between 1953 and 1956 and

operated by the Auxiliary Fire Service until its

disbandment in 1968.  However, many were held in

reserve as back up in emergency situations into the early

21st Century.

Our model is reproduced here in the same red, white and

silver scheme as its 1:76 scale counterpart and with the

same minute level of detail - of which there is much!  

It features a white cab with a black roof, brown body roof

which houses the single silver ladder, a white emergency

belt, blue beacon, silver spotlight and the red hubbed 

spare wheel.  The upper half of the body is masked white

with black FOAM TENDER lettering along the sides.  

The cab features the colourful Glamorgan Fire Service

crest on both doors while the rear is masked silver.

In real life, the petrol engined 4-speed manually geared

Green Goddess only did about 10 mpg but was four-

wheel drive.  They were quite basic vehicles with no

radio, no cutting equipment, no power steering and only 

a single ladder.  They were not very fast either, with a

maximum speed of 65 mph.  The 6-man crew comprised

an officer in charge, a driver/pump operator with the

remaining crew housed on the bench in the back.  

Many Green Goddesses still exist in museums or with

restoration trusts and even in private ownership.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Ford Transit Mk 5 SWB 
Low Roof - National Grid
                          SCALE        PRICE
NFT035     1:148  £5.55

NEW

Green Goddess - 
Glamorgan Fire Service
                          SCALE        PRICE
NGG002    1:148  £7.45

NEW

Supermarine Spitfire MkI
                    SCALE        PRICE
AC001   1:72  £14.95 AVIATION1:72

SCALE
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Volvo NH12 Fridge - Coca Cola
                               SCALE       PRICE
CR043CC       1:50  £24.95

Scania 1:50 Scale Cab - White
                        SCALE       PRICE
CR026      1:50  £14.95

1:50 Scale Trailer - White
                        SCALE       PRICE
CR027      1:50  £15.95

NEWFord Capri RS - Yellow
                        SCALE       PRICE
414050    1:43   £8.95

NEWFord Capri RS - Red
                        SCALE       PRICE
414070    1:43   £8.95

NEWFord Anglia - Light Blue
                        SCALE       PRICE
417260    1:43   £8.95

NEWRover 90 - Silver
                        SCALE       PRICE
417170    1:43   £8.95

NEWFord Cortina MkI - Milky White
                                      SCALE       PRICE
417040              1:43   £8.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWAustin Cambridge - Green
                             SCALE       PRICE
416670        1:43   £8.95

NEWMini Cooper - Apple Green
                             SCALE       PRICE
441690        1:43   £8.95

NEWMini Cooper Police - 
( N.Wales Constabulary)
                             SCALE       PRICE
415620        1:43   £8.95

NEWLand Rover Series 3 
109 Soft Top 
                      SCALE       PRICE
451750   1:43   £8.95

NEWLand Rover Series 3 
109 Hard Top - Red
                      SCALE       PRICE
553940   1:43   £8.95

NEWTriumph Herald - Red
                             SCALE       PRICE
416840        1:43   £8.95

NEWLand Rover Defender - Green
                                 SCALE       PRICE
453240          1:43   £8.95

NEWLand Rover Defender - Red
                             SCALE       PRICE
453260        1:43   £8.95
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